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Medicinal Inorganic Compounds 



Cis- vs. Trans- Platin isomers:  

Serendipity in Chemistry

Is a boon to cancer patients



Anticancer activity of the Cis-Platin is based its cross-linking 

with DNA and inhibiting to copy the DNA by enzymes



How does one design inorganic drugs?

It all depends on coordination chemistry principles & 

the interaction of the compound with biomolecules or 

cells or tissue or organs



Bioinorganic Chemistry

A study of the structural and functional aspects 

of metal bound species, such as proteins and 

nucleic acids in biological systems

•  metal ion transport and storage

•  metallohydrolase enzymes (peptidases)

•  metal-containing electron transfer proteins

•  oxygen transport and activation proteins

•  oxidation and hydroxylation (oxidases)

•  hydrogenases and transferases

•  enzymes involved in nitrogen metabolism pathways



Chemical elements essential for various 

forms of life:  Categorization



Periodic Table Relevant to Life



Criteria for ESSENTIALITY of Elements in Life

• Should be present in the tissues of different 

animals at comparable concentrations

• A specific biochemical function (structural or 

catalytic or regulatory type) should be associated 

with that element

• Physiological deficiency appears when the 

element is removed from a purified diet

• The deficiency can be relieved by the addition

of that  element



How nature has chosen these elements? 

Criteria for the selection of elements

Elemental abundance is not ONLY the determining factor

• Solubility of the element

• Charge type/Oxidation state

• Ionic Radius

• Ligating atoms

• Preferential coordination geometry

• Spin-pairing stabilization

• Kinetic reactivity and other controls

• Thermodynamic aspects

• Chemical reactivity



Essential Element of life:  Dose – Response Curve

The Dose – Response 

curve is similar for all the 

essential elements of life.

Only the dosage will 

change from one element 

to the other.



HUMAN SERUM TRANSFERRIN  pdb code:1a8e

Structure of human serum transferrin –

Coordination about Fe

During pick up and delivery iron is in +2; 

and during transport and storage it is in +3.

This protein transports iron ions 

to various organs of the body.

Picks up iron from the storage protein, 

viz., ferritin, goes through the blood 

and delivers at the organ tissue.



PLASTOCYANIN-pdb code:2w88

Structure of plastocyanin – Coordination about Cu & Zn

This is an electron transfer enzyme.

In this enzyme, the Zn2+ stabilizes the 

protein structure that is required for 

the function or catalysis.

This enzyme is able to function since Cu

can undergo oxidation states of +1 and 

+2 easily and their inter-conversion 

through this protein is facile.

What is Zn2+ doing?





The Heme Group; the Defining E xample of a 
Bioinorganic Chip 

Peripheral carboxylates and axial ligands matter!



Myoglobin – O2 storage;  Hemoglobin – O2 transport





Hemoglobin is tetramer of the Myoglobin structure.  But functionally  differs 

and acts as a  transport  protein due to COOPERATIVITY 



Biochemistry of myoglobin and 

hemoglobin

Oxygenation kinetics



Role of the protein in case of hemoglobin

Binding pocket of O2 in protein:

Prevent 2-e reduction

Prevent µ-oxo dimer formation

Stabilizing PFe(II)…O2 complex

Bent O2 geometry

Binding of CO vs. O2

Thermodynamics vs. Kinetics  -- Role of the protein



Selectivity of O2 over CO by Hemoglobin



Nature of O2 bonding to iron center in Hemoglobin



Oxy- and de-oxy forms of Hemoglobin



What happens when O2 binds to Hemoglobin



Cooperativity in O2 binding and release in Hemoglobin



Not for exam

Slides 30-44
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Mollusca and Arthropoda

Hemocyanin, Hc



marine invertebrate (Hemerythin, Hr)



Amino acids, peptides & proteins



Protein Metalloproteins Metalloenzymes



Active Site and Enzyme-Substrate (ES) Complex

The active site of an enzyme is the region that 

binds the substrate and contributes the amino 

acid residues that directly participates in the 

(reactivity) making and breaking of chemical 

bonds

Generalizations

1) Enzymes are usually very large compared to 

the substrate

Only a small portion is involved in ES complex

Rest is involved in the reaction control and 

maintaining the structure & conformation 

required



2) The substrate is bound by relatively weak 

forces

ΔGE-S complex = (12 to 36) KJ mol-1

(strength of a covalent bond is upto ~ 450 KJ 

mol-1)

3) Active sites are mostly designed to exclude 

H2O.  Few water ligation are possible and are 

useful.

Surrounded with non-polar amino acids to 

create a hydrophobic environment

Essential for substrate binding and product 

formation (Catalysis) at least in some cases



Specificity

Active site provides specificity for its 

particular substrate

Substrate has a matching shape to fit 

into the active site (Lock and Key 

mechanism)

Formation of Enzyme-Substrate 

Complex and its transformations are 

thus crucial to the product formation



Cytochrome P-450 in oxidizing camphor specifically at C-5 



Protein burried oxy-from of hemoglobin vs. synthetic 

picket fence porphyrin:  A comparison













Tutorial



Q1. What are storage and transport proteins?  Draw the structure of 

porphin.

Storage proteins are biological reserves of metal ions and amino 

acids, used by organisms. They are found in plant seeds, egg whites, 

and milk. Ferritin is an example of a storage protein that stores iron. 

Iron is a component of heme, which is contained in the 

transport protein hemoglobin and in cytochromes.

Porphin



Q02. Why CN- ion toxic to human?

CN- Binds with Fe(II) very strongly and the reaction is irreversible

 Hemoglobin is actually Iron porphyrine complex: Hence once it binds 

with CN- . O2 carrying process get affected hence it is toxic to human 

body

Also activity of Cytochrome get inhibited



Q03. What is the role of globular protein in oxygen transport?

The globular protein generates a hydrophobic pocket and 

Prevents Fe(II)-O2 complex from solvation and also

stops formation of Fe-O2-Fe etc.

Globular proteins, or spheroproteins, are spherical ("globe-

like") proteins and are one of the common protein types (the others 

being fibrous, disordered and membrane proteins).



Q04. What is “cooperative effect”?

Co-ordination of one O2 leads to conformational changes in 

the protein chain leading to facilitate co-ordination of O2

by other 3-sub-unit



Q05. Why are all the oxygen carriers that contain iron and 

porphyrins found inside the cells?

The inside cell environment is reducing and sustains Fe(II) 

whereas outside the cell the O2 concentration is high thus 

increasing the probability of the oxidation of  Fe(II) ions to Fe(III)



Q06. Why is the size of high spin Fe(II) is larger than the low spin    

Fe(II)?

High spin Fe(II) has eg
2 whereas low spin Fe(II) has eg

0. 

That is when the eg is empty, all the six ligands can approach the 

metal ion much more closely, thus leading to a reduction in the 

effective ionic radius. When the configurationis H.S. eg
2, the 

approach of all the six ligands is hindered because of the repulsion 

between the ligands and metal eg electrons, thus leading, to an 

enhancement of the metal ionic radius



Q07. What prevents synthetic iron porphyrins from functioning as 

O2 carriers?

Synthetic Fe-porphyrins easily form DIMER



CO Binds with Fe(II) very strongly and hence it block the metal co-

ordination site prevented the  oxygen transportation. That is why in 

presence of CO, O2 can not be distributed to the cell and tissues  

Q08.  Why is CO toxic to O2 binding proteins?



Q09.  While the cis-platin is potent anticancer agent, its 

trans-isomer is not.  Why?

The cis-platin forms an adduct with DNA that is stable and 

prevents the copying, while the trans- does not.

cis-Platin trans-Platin



Q10. Are you convinced with the statement that the coordination 

complexes are capable of acting as drugs for various health 

disorders.  How & Why?

The literature shows plethora of coordination complexes developed 

to suit as drugs for a variety of health disorders, such as, anti bacterial, 

anti viral, anti-diabetic, anti cancer, anti parasitic, anti HIV, and so on 

and so forth.

All this is possible since the diversity in the generation 

of coordination complexes arises from change of metal ion & its 

oxidation state; change of the ligand and its bonding strength; ligand 

exchange reactivity variations; outer sphere interactions with the 

biological molecules or systems, etc.






